This paper proposes an estimation method of time-varying beta of price limits. It uses China stock market trading data to estimate time-varying beta and researches on systemic risk in China stock market. By comparing prediction errors of market model, SS market model, and Censored-SS market model, it verifies the effectiveness of Censored-SS market model. Furthermore it has some meaningful conclusions in China stock market.
Introduction
Since the foundation of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), many researchers focus a great deal of attention on estimating the beta. The most common method of estimating systemic risk is to estimate the slope of CAPM. It is actually a constant and does not vary with time.
In recent years, a growing number of researches have shown that systemic risk of portfolio is unstable, and it will vary with time. There are some works in the literature about estimations of time-varying beta. M-GARCH method, Kalman filtering method, and time-varying market model method proposed by Schwert and Seguin are the most common methods [1] .
M-GARCH method was first introduced by Bollerslev [2] . It uses the conditional variance and conditional covariance generated by the multivariate GARCH model to build time-varying beta sequence. Many studies, such as Brooks et al., have applied this method [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Another method is kalman filtering. It assumes that beta is subjected to a random process firstly. And then it estimates the time-varying beta and generates the relevant parameters of the market model recursively from the initial value. Groenewold and Fraser have studied this method [7] .
The third method is extended market model method proposed by Schwert and Seguin. They introduce the heteroscedasticity of comprehensive market volatility and time-varying characteristics of beta to the market model. And the time-varying beta sequence is calculated by estimating the model's parameters. The relevant researches have Episcopos, Reyes, and so on [8, 9] .
Brooks et al. make a comparison of the three methods in the Australian market. They find that the results of the three methods are significantly different. By comparing the MSEs of estimating betas they believe that kalman filtering is the best method in Australian stock market [10] .
Although there have been several estimating methods of time-varying beta and empirical researches of these methods in the literaturs, institutional factors such as price limits' effects on estimation of time-varying beta have not been taken into account. Price limits that restrics daily highest change rate of the stock market are introduced as a mechanism to stabilize the market. Many countries and areas in the world have this restriction, such as China, Australia, France, Japan, and Korea. However, as daily price fluctuation is limited within a predetermined range, it will make the observed return deviate from balanced return and change the random characteristics of return sequence; worse still, instead of using balanced return, using observed return to do the regression estimation leads to a biased estimation of model parameters naturally [11] . So these methods are not suitable for estimating beta of price limits [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
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Our research will be based on the extended market model proposed and censored model. We call it Censored-SS market model.
Censored-SS Market Model

Market Model.
Traditional market model is:
where , is the return of portfolio at ; , is the return of comprehensive market at ; the slope of regression model is the beta of portfolio , and it represents the systemic risk of portfolio .
The estimation of beta in (1) iŝ
where the numerator is the covariance between portfolio's return and comprehensive market's return, and the denominator is the variance of comprehensive market' return. So the estimation of beta based on market model is a constant actually, and it will not vary with time.
Censored Regression Model.
Censored regression model is a kind of limited dependent variable models [12] . Censored refers to the observed values of samples in a range that are used by a same value. When regression model is censored, the model is a censored model. Its expression is * = + ,
where * is the real dependent variable, is the censored dependent variable, is the independent variable matrix, is the parametric vector, and is the disturbance term. 1 and
where is the cumulative distribution function of the disturbance item and is the density function of the disturbance item.
SS Market
Model. Schwert and Seguin proposed a market model of time-varying beta based on market model (namely SS market model) [1] . It is defined as
where beta is a variable changing with time. And it can be divided into two parts:
where and are constants and
2
, is the conditional variance of comprehensive market return. Equation (6) Substituting (6) into (5),
This is the SS market model, and three are three parameters to be estimated: , , and . 
Equation (8) shows that Schwert and Seguin add timevarying characteristic of beta and heteroscedasticity characteristic of comprehensive market return added in traditional market model actually.
Return Characteristics of Price Limits.
As many countries implement the price limits, there have been some works in the literature that research on return characteristics of price limits; see Wei et al. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Market trading price's fluctuation range is generally calculated on the basis of the previous day's closing price. −1 represents the closing price of trading day − 1 that we can observe. And limited rates of price rises and falls are and , respectively. So the closing price of trading day that we can observe will fall into interval
. That is to say, when stock price rises to its daily limit or stock price falls to its daily limit, the balanced closing price * will exceed this interval and * cannot be observed [20] . The relationship between observed price and balanced price * can be described as
Equation (9) demonstrates that the observed price will be equal to the balanced price only when the balanced price lies in the predetermined range.
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where = log( / −1 ), and it is the observed return; (10) can be divided as follows:
where * is the balanced return of trading day ; −1 is called residual return, and it is equal to log( * −1 / −1 ). When the closing price of trading day − 1 does not reach the price limits, because of * −1 = −1 , −1 will be equal to 0. When the closing price of trading day − 1 reaches the price limits, because of * −1 ̸ = −1 , −1 will not be equal to 0, and it demonstrates that the unrealized return of trading day − 1 caused by price limits transfers to the next trading day. We substitute (11) into (10) as follows:
Equation (12) is the censored law of price limits. It demonstrates that when the sum of balanced return of trading day and residual return of trading day − 1 is not in ( , ) the observed return will be censored.
SS Market Model Expansion: Censored-SS Market Model.
When stock price of trading day − 1 does not reach the price limits, −1 = 0. And (12) becomes
Like (12), (13) is a censored law. However, when stock price trading day − 1 reaches the price limits, −1 ̸ = 0, and it will transfer to the next trading day's observed return. It makes the return's censored structure of the latter trading day complicated, as −1 cannot be observed.
We cannot apply traditional regression model to the observed return in the censored structure of price limits. In order to apply the censored law to the observed return, we borrow the method of Chen and Jau-Lian [11, 12] that deletes the return data of the trading day after the price reaches the price limits. Then the remaining data are the accordance with the censored law.
So we introduce the censored model into the SS market model and we can get a new model. We call it Censored-SS market model. The model is *
where, * , is the implicit dependent variable in censored model. It is subject to the following equations:
So the estimation of (14) is to estimate the SS model. When it is assumed that the error term , is subject to a normal distribution, the method to estimate this model is generally maximum likelihood method. Its likelihood function is
where (⋅) and Φ(⋅) represent the probability density function and cumulative distribution function of standard normal distribution, respectively. 2 is the variance of disturbance term. represents the collection of the trading day that does not reach price limits and trading day before does not reach too.
represents the collection of trading day that rises to its price limit, but the trading day before does not reach. represents the collection of trading day that falls to its price limits, but the trading day before does not reach. The union of , , and is the collection of trading days of which the day before does not reach its price limits. [20] . China stock market has daily price limits since 1996. The fluctuation of stock price in a trading day is less than 10% except that this trading day is the stock's first trading day.
Estimation of Time-Varying Beta of Price Limits
Data and Sample Selection.
All the trading data in this paper are from CSMAR database. The selected period is from the beginning of 2009 to the end of 2011. There are a total of 730 trading days. The comprehensive market return refers to the Shanghai composite index return. The stock objects in this research are limited to the A-shares listed on the Shanghai stock exchange. In order to ensure that all the stock objects have a long enough trading data, we remove the stocks listed after 2009. We classify stocks into large corporations and small corporations and use time-varying beta to research on systemic risk in China stock market. In order to research on systemic risk of China stock market's large corporation and small corporations significantly, this paper sorts the stocks in Shanghai stock exchange according to the total value of trade and selects 30 large corporations and 30 small corporations. Then we select 10 stocks from them, respectively, which have the most time of reaching price limits as samples. Table 1 . From Table 1 we can find that , does not have serial correlation. So we can fit GARCH models whose conditional mean equation is , = + . We choose GARCH-M as the autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity model of comprehensive market return [2] . GARCH-M model's ARCH coefficient 1 is 0.037161. GARCH coefficient 2 is 0.940227. 1 + 2 = 0.977338. It means that persistence of volatility is 0.977338. Namely, residual impact still has 0.977338 5 or 89% after five trading days. Using the selected GARCH-M model we can fit the conditional variance of comprehensive market return within samples. The fitting result of̂2 , sequence is shown in Figure 2 . The conditional variance during 2009 is greater, as shown in Figure 2 . It means that the comprehensive market has a sharp fluctuation in this period [20] . The descriptive statistics of̂2 , is shown in Table 2 .
Simulation of Market Return's Conditional
Estimation Results.
We put the Shanghai composite index return and conditional variance's estimates sequence into (14) . And we make use of the large corporations and small corporations' return data to estimate Censored-SS market model, and the results are shown in Table 3 . After acquiring each corporation's estimations of and , we put them into (6). Thus we get the estimated sequence of each stock's time-varying beta of price limits. The descriptive statistics is shown in Tables 4 and 5 .
Research on Systemic Risk in China Stock Market
According the results of time-varying beta estimated by Censored-SS model, systemic risk in China stock market is analyzed from two aspects that are corporation size and market fluctuation. Tables 4 and 5 show the beta's statistics of large corporations and small corporations, respectively. We use large corporations' beta mean sequences and small corporations' beta mean sequences to do the nonparameter wilcoxon matched pair rank test, and the value and level of significance are 0.7939 and 0.4274, respectively. So corporation size has no effects on the mean of systemic risk significantly.
Corporation Size.
We use large corporations' beta standard deviation sequences and small corporations' beta standard deviation sequences to do the nonparameter wilcoxon matched pair rank test, and the value and level of significance are 0.1134 and 0.9097, respectively. So corporation size has no effects on the fluctuation of systemic risk significantly.
Market Fluctuation.
represents the relationship between systemic risk and market fluctuation. If Table 6 shows the statistics of . From Table 6 we can see that there is only a slight difference between large corporations' | | and small corporations' | |. We use large corporations' | | sequences and small corporations' | | sequences to do the nonparameter wilcoxon matched pair rank test, and the value and level of significance are 0.1134 and 0.9097, respectively. So market fluctuation's effect on the absolute level of systemic risk has no difference between different corporation sizes.
From Table 6 we can also see that the mean of large corporations' is positive and the mean of small corporations' is negative. And six stocks of large corporations have positive and four stocks of large corporations have negative . However, three stocks of large corporations have positive and seven stocks of large corporations have 
Comparison of Market Model, SS Market Model, and Censored-SS Market Model
Prediction Errors within Samples.
In order to compare the three models' prediction error within samples, this paper uses the same samples to estimate market model and SS market model. The three models' descriptive statistics of RMSE are shown in Table 7 . Censored-SS model's RMSE is less than that of SS market model. And SS market model's RMSE is less than that of market model. So when considering the time-varying characteristics, SS market model and Censored-SS market model acquire a more accurate return prediction than market model within samples. And when taking price limits into account, Censored-SS market model acquires a more accurate prediction than SS market model.
So for fitting error of stock return within samples, we believe that the beta estimation of Censored-SS model is more accurate than market model and SS market model.
Beta.
We take ten large corporations and ten small corporations as two combinations. And the combination's time-varying beta sequence is equal to the average sequence of the ten corporations' daily beta, respectively, as shown in Figures 3 and 4 . The blue line represents the constant beta sequence estimated by market model. The green line represents the beta sequence estimated by SS market model. And the red line represents the beta sequence estimated by Censored-SS market model. These two figures show that the beta sequence estimated by SS market model is less than the beta sequence estimated by Censored-SS market model most of the time. In other words, ignoring the price limits will lead to underestimate the time-varying systemic risk.
Conclusion
This paper proposes an estimation method of time-varying beta of price limits and researches on the systemic risk in China stock market. This paper introduces the three main estimation methods of time-varying beta in the literature firstly. And combined with price limits' effects on stock return, it uses a Censored-SS market model. It uses trading data of China's stock market to estimate time-varying beta. Finally by comparing prediction errors of market model, SS market model, and Censored-SS market model, it verifies (1) Censored-SS market model can provide more accurate beta estimation than market model and SS market model. Moreover, it will lead to an underestimation of systemic risk when taking the time-varying characteristics into account but ignoring the factor of price limits.
(2) Corporation size has no significant effects on systemic risk's mean and fluctuation in China stock market. However, market fluctuation has different effects on large corporations and small corporation. When market fluctuation increases, large corporation's systemic risk will decrease and small corporation's systemic risk will increase. So the systemic risk gap between large corporations and small corporations will be larger.
